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Introduction to this guide

Thank you for choosing the Philips Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers. In this

guide you will find the information needed to integrate these drivers into a LED

luminaire or LED system.

This edition describes the Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers. We advise you

to consult our websites for the latest up-to-date information

Applications

These Xitanium LED Xtreme drivers are designed to operate

LED solutions for outdoor and industrial lighting, like roads,

streets and highbay applications. If you use Philips LED

drivers in combination with Philips LED modules, specific

design-in guides are available from the below mentioned

technology websites.

Information and support

Please consult your local Philips office or visit:

www.philips.com/technology

www.philips.com/multiOne

 

Design-in support

On request Design-in support from Philips is available. For

this service please contact your Philips sales representative.

Document overview

In order to provide information in the best possible way,

Philips’ philosophy on product documentation is the

following.

• Commercial leaflet contains product family information &

system combinations

• Datasheet contains the product specific specifications

• Design-in guide describes how the product is to be

designed-in

All these documents can be found on the download page of

the OEM website www.philips.com/technology. If you require

any further information or support please consult your local

Philips representative.
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Warning

Avoid touching live parts!

Do not use drivers with damaged housing,

wiring and/ or connectors!

Safety warnings and installation instructions

Do not use damaged products 

The luminaire manufacturer is responsible for his

own luminaire design and has to comply with all

relevant safety standards. 

The Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current are suitable

for built-in use only and must not be exposed to the

elements such as snow, water and ice or to any

other agent which can be expected to have an

adverse effect on the driver (e.g. corrosive

environments). It is the responsibility of both the

luminaire manufacturer and installer to prevent

exposure. The suggested minimum luminaire IP

rating in the driver datasheet serves only as

guidance and a higher IP rating may be required

under certain application conditions. Common sense

needs to be used in order to define the proper

luminaire IP rating.

The Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current

Independent drivers are suitable for exposure to the

elements such as snow, water and ice. However,

these drivers are not designed for permanent

immersion and are also not designed for use in

harsh chemically aggressive environments. Common

sense needs to be used in order to define if the IP

rating of the Independent drivers matches the

minimum IP rating required for the actual

application.

The suggested minimum IP rating of connectors

used for Independent driver input and output

connections is IP65.

Do not service the driver when the mains voltage is

connected, this includes connecting or

disconnecting the LED module. 

No components are allowed between the LED driver

and the LED module other than connectors and

wiring intended to connect the LED driver to the LED

module. 

Please provide adequate earth and/or equipotential

connections whenever possible or applicable. 

Always connect the driver EQUI terminal or wire to

protective earth or to the luminaire chassis and LED

heatsink.

Philips Design-in support is available; please contact your

Philips representative.
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Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers

Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers are designed to

optimally operate LED solutions for general lighting

applications such as street, road and highbay lighting.

Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current driver

versions

The Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers described in

this guide are available as Built-in and as Independent

version. These drivers come in a limited range of power

ratings that enable the most popular light output levels for

general outdoor and highbay applications. We recommend

you always check our Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current

driver leaflet for the most up-to-date overview of our range.

This leaflet can be found on the

www.philips.com/technology website.

Detailed specifications can be found in the Xitanium driver

datasheets which can be downloaded via

www.philips.com/technology.

Features

Controllability

Interfacing with these Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current

drivers can be done via the 1-10V dimming interface.

Amplitude Modulation (AM) output dimming

Philips Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers dim the

output to the LEDs by means of Amplitude Modulation (AM)

dimming. This means that at no stage of the dimming, Pulse

Width Modulation (PWM) at the output to the LEDs is

involved. AM dimming guarantees the most smooth and

flicker-free operation over the entire dimming range.

Hot wiring

Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers cannot be

serviced, connected or disconnected from the LED module

when the mains voltage is connected. Please make sure that

power is turned off when working on a Xitanium driver.

DC mains operation

Certain Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers are

allowed to be connected to a DC power grid (e.g. central

emergency system). More details about DC input voltage

suitability can be found in the driver datasheet.
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Naming of the drivers

Naming of the drivers: example

Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current 1-10V drivers are part of

a new naming system. An example can be seen below.
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Mechanical Design-in

Form factors

Xitanium LED Xtreme drivers are available in several different

housing dimensions. The specific dimensions can be found in

the driver datasheet. 3D CAD files are available as well to

verify fitment and can be found at

www.philips.com/technlogy.

 

IP rating

Below guide should be followed to ensure the right IP rated 
driver being selected according to OEM's gearbox type

Installation

To secure the long term reliability of the driver and

application below instructions have to be followed strictly:

For IP67 independent drivers

1. It's recommended to mount the driver, including

connectors on the cooler area of the luminaire.

Verification of the Tc is always mandatory.

2. Putting too much stress on the cables or bending the

cables with too much angle can cause seals to leak.

The diameter of the bending circle should not

exceed 25 mm.

3. The water proof connector has to be fully tightened

to prevent the water leaking into the connection in

the field application.

4. Water could be absorbed through the end of cable

The end of cable shall be sealed inside an IP65+

chamber.

5. Intense exposure to sunlight (UV) will make the seals

brittle over time causing water leaks. It's

recommended to cover the electrical connections to

avoid this risk, also to avoid cables being damaged

by wildlife.

6. Cannot be used in a marine environment without

additional protection against salt.

7. In a Class I system the driver has to be well

connected to be protective earth of the installation

for reliability reasons.
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Drivers for built-in use need to be mounted such that the

driver housing and the driver input and output connectors are

not affected by potential water ingress in the luminaire (e.g.

due to luminaire sealing malfunction or condensation).

It is highly recommended to mount the driver by using all

available mounting feet in order to achieve maximum

mechanical robustness against shocks and vibration. The

recommended mounting torque is 1.5Nm. These values

should not be exceeded in order to prevent deformation of

the mounting feet. The use of rivets is not recommended

since mounting torque cannot be controlled; damage to the

mounting feet or loose mounting may result.

Mounting screw dimensions should be based on the

specified fixing hole diameter in the driver datasheet.

Oversized and undersized screws should not be used in

order to prevent damage to the mounting feet or loose

mounting.

In order to maintain full mechanical integrity of the metal

mounting feet of the Independent driver in the long term, it is

highly advised not to use stainless steel screws or screws

plated with either copper, nickel or chrome for driver

mounting. Otherwise, electro-chemical corrosion of the driver

mounting feet and mounting screws may compromise secure

fastening.
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Thermal Design-in

Introduction

This chapter describes the aspect of the thermal design of

the Xitanium LED Xtreme SIngle Current drivers:

The LED driver itself and relationship between Tc point and

lifetime of the LED driver

To facilitate design-in of LED drivers, the critical thermal

management points of the LED driver are set out in this

section. In Philips’ product design phase all possible

precautions have been taken to keep the component

temperature as low as possible. However, the design of the

luminaire and the ability to guide the heat out of the

luminaire are of utmost importance. If these thermal points

are taken into account this will ensure the optimum

performance and lifetime of the system.

Case Temperature Point (Tc point)

To achieve optimal lifetime and reliability, it is critical that the

temperature of the components in the driver remains within

its rating.

The case temperature (Tc) is a reference for the temperatures

of the critical internal driver components. The location of the

Tc point is identified on the product label. Tc point is marked

by the *-sign on the label of the driver.

To measure Tc at the Tc point

The temperature can be measured using a thermocouple that

is firmly glued to the driver housing. For a representative

measurement the temperature must be stable before any

reliable data can be obtained (typically > 3 hours).

Relation between Tc and ambient temperature

The Tc increases, by approximation, linearly with the driver

ambient temperature (Tamb). The temperature offset

between driver Tamb and Tc depends on the thermal design

of the luminaire and the actual delivered output power

relative to the specified nominal output power.

A lower output power allows for a higher driver ambient

temperature as long as the maximum specified driver Tc is

not exceeded. For approved ambient temperature range

please check the associated driver datasheet at

www.philps.com/technology.
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Electrical design-in

1. Required set point for the LED solution

2. Current can be set to needs within range

3. Driver adapts to required voltage, given it fits range

4. Driver minimum power limit

5. Driver maximum power limit

Example Operating window of a Xitanium driver

Note: by means of dimming it is possible to go below the

minimum value of the specified output current.

Xitanium Driver Operating window

LEDs can be driven at different current levels based on the

application requirement. Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current

drivers are available in two commonly-used discrete output

current levels.

Xitanium LED Xtreme drivers can operate in a certain

“operating window” during dimming. This window is defined

by the maximum and minimum voltage at the specified driver

output current incl. dimming. An example of an operating

window is shown on the left. The area indicates the possible

current/voltage combinations. The required current will

depend on the type and manufacturer of the LEDs or the

specific LED configuration of the PCB design. The voltage is

the sum of the LEDs used (total Vf string). The operating

window of every driver can be found in the datasheets which

can be downloaded at www.philips.com/technology.
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Select an Appropriate Driver

Depending on the application requirements, multiple drivers

can be a solution. The following steps can help in selecting a

driver. For a complete overview of the available drivers,

please refer to the website www.philips.com/technology.

First step: check the Easy Design-In Tool to find released

Philips – LED module combinations at www.lighting.philips.c

o.uk/oem-emea/tools/easy-design-in-tool.html.

Step two in case a non-Philips LED module is used:

1. Determine your required driver current (Idrive) and

voltage (Vf)

2. Calculate the required power (Pdrive) where Pdrive =

Vf x Idrive (W)

3. Select the datasheets from the website mentioned

above based on the driver having a higher power

than required.

4. Does the required current fit the current range of the

driver? The current range of the driver can be seen in

the name itself. For example, for driver Xitanium

150W 0.7A 1-10V 230V I220, the driver output current

is 0.7A. Idriver min ≤ Idrive ≤ Idriver max?

5. Does the required voltage fit the voltage range of the

driver? The exact value can be found in in the

datasheet. Vdriver min ≤ Vf ≤ Vdriver max?

6. • Does the required power fit the power range of the

driver? In the naming of the driver, you can see the

maximum possible output power. For example, for

driver Xitanium 150W 0.7A 1-10V 230V I220, the

maximum driver output power is 150W.

• Pdriver min ≤ Pdrive ≤ Pdriver max?

Connectors

Philips Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers are

equipped with push-in connectors (Built-in type) or cables

(Independent type). More information about driver

connectivity (wiring diagram, wire diameters, strip length,

cable length) can be found in the driver datasheet.

In some scenarios, two wires need to be connected to one

connector terminal. In this case, the pairing has to be done

outside the driver, resulting in only one wire going into the

connector terminal. Two wires into one connector terminal

are not supported.

The reliability of twin-wire ferrules (or wire end stop),

accepting the wires intended to use, should be checked with

the supplier of these ferrules.

Please pay close attention to the proper IP rating of

connectors used for driver input and output connections of

the Independent driver. Suggested min. recommend IP rating

is 65. A higher rating may be required, depending on the

actual application.
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Mains voltage fluctuations

Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers are designed to

withstand high and low mains voltages for a limited period of

time.

This includes partially overvoltage due to malfunction such as

a loose neutral wire in the grid.

Low mains voltage

Xitanium Xtreme drivers are designed to be operated at

mains undervoltage. The minimum operational value can be

found in the driver datasheet.

Excessive low mains voltage

In case of excessive low mains voltage the MainsGuard

function will protect the driver against overheating. Below a

certain mains voltage the driver starts dimming the output to

reduce the mains current. At a much lower mains voltage the

driver will shut down. The corresponding voltage levels can

be found in graphical form in the driver datasheet.

High mains voltage

A high mains voltage will stress the driver and have an

adverse effect on the lifetime (maximum of 264-320 V for a

period of 48 hours, 321-350 V for a period of two hours). A

loose neutral condition has to be avoided as this will reduce

the lifetime dramatically.

Power Grids

Xitanium Xtreme LED drivers are suitable for direct 
connection to TN, TT, and IT grids. An external luminaire- 
based fuse in the driver neutral connection is required in case 
both feeding phases are "hot".

Note: certain restrictions apply for use in IT grids. Direct 
connection of Xitanium LED Xtreme drivers is only permitted 
in delta connection with a phase-tophase voltage of 230V. In 
case the drivers are connected in star connection in a 
230/400V IT grid,the use of a separate 1:1 insulation 
transformer with sufficient power rating is required to power 
the drivers. The secondary output of the transformer needs to 
be connected to earth.

DC Emergency operation

Depending on driver type, the driver is released in

compliance with lamp control gear standard IEC 61347-2-3

Part J. As a result, the driver is suitable for emergency

luminaires in compliance with IEC 60598-2-22, excluding

high-risk task areas.

As soon as the driver detects a DC input voltage, the output

current will drop to 60% compared to AC input voltage

operation.The 1-10V interface will remain active.

The mains input of DC-rated drivers is not polarity-sensitive

for DC input voltage and the driver is fully CISPR15 compliant

when operated on a DC grid. Specific DC input voltage values

can be found in the driver datasheet.

The use of an external, luminaire-based DC rated fuse with

sufficient DC voltage rating and breaking capacity is required.

Note: The allowed DC input voltage range accepted by the

driver is stated in the driver datasheet. Values outside that

range will have an adverse effect on the driver performance

and reliability.
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Graphical representation of inrush current

Inrush current

‘Inrush current’ refers to the briefly occurring high input

current which flows into the driver during the moment of

connection to mains; see the illustration on the left. Typically,

the amplitude is much greater than the steady-state input

current.

The cumulative inrush current of a, given, combined number of drivers may cause Miniature Circuit Breakers (MCB) to trip. In

such a case, either one or a combination of the following measures need to be taken to prevent nuisance tripping:

1. Replace existing MCB for a less sensitive type (e.g. exchange B type for C type) If in accordance with electrical national

standards. 

2. Distribute the group of drivers over multiple MCB groups or phases

3. Power up drivers sequentially instead of simultaneously 

4. Install external inrush-current limiting devices

5. Install a zero crossing relay to power up the drivers 

Inrush parameters are driver-specific and can be found in the driver datasheet.

MCB type Rating (A) Relative number of

LED drivers (%)

B 16 100 (stated in datasheet)

B 10 63

B 13 81

B 20 125

B 25 156

C 16 170

C 10 104

C 13 135

C 20 208

C 25 260

L, I 16 108

L, I 10 65

G, U, II 16 212

G, U, II 10 127

K, III 16 254

K, III 10 154

Conversion Table for maximum number of drivers on

Different types of Miniature Circuit Breakers.

Determine the Number of Drivers on a MCB

The maximum amount of drivers on a 16 A type B Miniature

Circuit Breaker (MCB) is stated in the driver datasheet.

In the conversion table on the left that stated amount is used

as reference (100%).

The maximum quantity of drivers on different types of MCB

can be calculated by the reference (see driver’s datasheet) x

Relative number (last column).

Example;

If datasheet states: max number on type B, 16 A = 20, then for

type C, 13 A the value will be 20 x 135% = 27

Notes:

1. Data is based on a average mains supply with an

impedance of 400 mOhm + 800uH. This is in most

cases equal to a prospective short-circuit current of

500A. Deviating mains impedance is of minor

importance regarding the maximum amount of

drivers per MCB 

2. Measurements will be verified in real installations;

data is therefore subject to change.

3. In some cases the maximum number of drivers is not

determined by the MCB but by the maximum

electrical load of the installation.

4. Note that the maximum number of drivers is given

when these are all switched on at the same time, e.g.

by a central relay.

5. For multiple MCBs in one cabinet use the derating

tool of the manufacturer of the MCB’s for steady-

state load. No derating is needed in respect to inrush

current as this is not part of the thermal properties of

the cabinet.

6. The maximum number of drivers that can be

connected to one 30 mA Residential Current

Detector is 30.
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Surge immunity

The Xitanium LED Xtreme drivers have increased differential-

mode and common-mode surge immunity levels which by

far surpass the limits as defined by IEC. The driver EQUI

terminal or wire must be connected to the metal parts of the

luminaire in all cases (Class I: also to earth) to safeguard the

specified immunity levels. Doing so will improve the driver

robustness against common mode surges and also protects

the LEDs. Depending on the local conditions, additional

protection against excessive high surge voltages may be

required by adding an external Surge Protection Device in

the luminaire and/or at installation level. The actual immunity

level can differ per driver and can be found in the driver

datasheet.

Touch current

The Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current drivers are designed

to meet touch current requirements for insulation class II

applications per lighting control gear standard IEC 61347-1.

The specified peak values can be found in the driver

datasheet and refer to single-driver only level.

The insulation of the wiring to and from the drivers needs to

be in compliance with IEC60598. For the output wiring, the

(supplementary) insulation rating needs to be based on the

maximum open-load voltage of the driver. See the driver

datasheet for the specific value.

Note: In a luminaire, the cumulative touch current may be

higher, since the LED module may introduce additional touch

current. Precautions may be required on the luminaire level if

multiple drivers are used in a single luminaire.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the ability of a device

or system to operate satisfactorily in its electromagnetic

environment without causing unacceptable interference in

practical situations. Xitanium LED Xtreme SIngle Current

drivers meet EMC requirements per CISPR15. This test is

conducted with a reference setup that includes a driver and

an LED load/heat sink combination mounted on a metal

plate.

Note: the driver EQUI terminal or wire must be connected to

the luminaire chassis (Class II) as well as to Protective Earth

(Class I).

Note: The driver EQUI terminal or wire does not have a safety

function
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Improvement in EMC Performance

The following practical precautions need to be taken into account in a lighting system for optimal EMC performance:

Minimize the differential mode loop area of the lamp wires going from the driver to the light source by keeping the wires

close together (bundling). This will minimize the magnetic field and reduce the radiated EMI.

Minimize the common mode parasitic capacitance of the output wiring + light source to earth by keeping the length of

the wires between driver and LED module as short as possible. Keep the length of the incoming mains wire inside the

luminaire as short as possible.

Keep mains and 1-10 V control wires separated from the output wires. Do not bundle or cross the wires.

Applicable to drivers in plastic housing: do not route any wiring over and/or along the driver enclosure to avoid any

coupling/crosstalk with internal components of the driver.

Ground the lighting system chassis and other internal metal parts (mounting plate, heatsink) to protective earth (class I

luminaires). Do not keep large metal parts electrically insulated from the driver equipotential terminal or wire. Always

connect the driver equipotential terminal or wire (EQUI) and use equipotential bonding wires for all large unconnected

metal luminaire parts like luminaire housing, driver mounting plate, reflector, heatsink etc. Keep the equipotential wires

as short as possible to maximize their effectiveness and use, as much as possible, large metal areas (chassis, mounting

plates, brackets) for earthing purposes instead. Establish a reliable electrical connection by using a toothed washer and

screw(s) fastened with adequate torque.

Adhering to these rules will help in EMC compliance. For further questions and/or design-in support please contact your local

Philips representative.
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Remote mounting and EMC

Remote mounting of Xitanium LED Xtreme Single Current

drivers is allowed as long as the additional summarized

voltage drop as function of output current along the LED +

and LED– wires is accounted for.

Philips has successfully performed CISPR15 compliance EMC

tests on systems with a output cable length of 60cm. For

longer CISPR15-compliant cable lengths please check the

driver datasheet for the maximum specified length .

Electrical insulation

Driver insulation classifications between the several inputs

and output can be found in the driver datasheet.

The insulation classification between the EQUI terminal and

the mains input is double for all Xitanium LED Xtreme Single

Current drivers.
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Control features

Control lnput 1-10 V

This is the traditional way of dimming a driver based on

dimming voltage. The driver dimming interface sources a

current of 150µA. Note that the 100% level is determined by

the max output current level. The minimum current that can

be supplied by the driver is specified in the datasheet.

1-10V dimming provides a way to control the output by

means of an analog current-controlled voltage source. The

interface is designed to comply with IEC60929 Annex

‘Control by DC Voltage’ (1-10 V). The applied 1-10V controller

should be able to sink the cumulative current sourced by the

dimming interfaces of all connected drivers.

The 1-10V control interface can be used not only for dimming

but also to set the output current permanently at a lower

value. This can be achieved by connecting a fixed resistor to

the 1-10V interface. The relation between the resistance value

and corresponding dimming voltage is as follows:

Required resistance value in kilo Ohm =

desired dimming voltage (in Volt) / 0.15

Example:

the desired dimming voltage in the application needs to be

lowered to 5V in order to permanently reduce the output

current to apprx. 62%.

Q: Which resistance value is required to achieve this?

A: The required dimming resistor value is 5 / 0.15 = 33.3 kilo

Ohm.

This value can be realized by putting two standard-value

resistors in series, one having a value of 33 kilo Ohm and

another having a value of 330 Ohm.

A single resistor can also be used to dim multiple drivers

simultaneously. Dimming can be realized by connecting the

1-10V interfaces of multiple drivers in parallel and connect

them to a single resistor. Rule of thumb is that the calculated

resistance value needs to be divided by the number of

dimmed drivers. So in the example above, a resistance value

of 33.3 / 3 = 11.1 kilo Ohm is required to dim three drivers

simulateneously.

The applied resistor type needs to have a power rating of at

least 0.125W and needs to be well-protected against the

external environment in case of Independent driver

applications.
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Compliance and approval

For certificates and approvals please go to the download page on www.philips.com/technology.

For specific national certification please contact your local Philips sales contact
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Disclaimer

Philips will perform the testing of the LED systems to high

standards of workmanship. The tests are carried out with

reference to the EN/IEC standards, if any, which are regarded

by Philips as being of major importance for the application of

the lamp gear and the lamp within the fixture for horticultural

applications.

The design-in guide, regarding the testing and design in of

the LED system provided by Philips, is not an official testing

certificate, and cannot be regarded as a document for official

release of the fixture. The OEM is liable for the official testing

by a certified test body and all markings, such as CE and

ENEC marks, on the fixture assembly.

The design-in guide is for information purposes only and

may contain recommendations for detecting weak points in

the design of the system (lamp – lamp gear – fixture), if any.

Specifically mentioned materials and/or tools from third

parties are only indicative: other equivalent equipment may

be used but it is recommended that you contact Philips for

verification.

Philips will not be liable for unforeseen interactions of the

proposed solutions when applied in the fixtures or

applications using these fixtures.

Philips has not investigated whether the recommendations

are or will in the future be in conflict with existing patents or

any other intellectual property right. Philips does not warrant

that its recommendations are technically or commercially the

best options.

Since the tests are only performed on one particular fixture

provided by the customer, it will be treated as a prototype.

This means that there is no statistical evidence regarding later

production quality and performance of the lamp – lamp gear

– fixture system.

As Philips does not have control over manufacturing of the

fixtures, Philips cannot be held liable for the fixture assembly.

Philips will not accept claims for any damage caused by

implementing the recommendations.

No warranty whatsoever may be claimed by the OEM with

regard to the content and/or quality of the design-in guide or

any other advice, or the conclusions and/or

recommendations in the design-in guide or any other

document, either express or implied, and Philips expressly

disclaims any implied warranties of any kind, including

without limitation any warranties of satisfactory quality,

fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement and any

warranties regarding the design-in guide or any other advice

or the use of the results of any activity performed while

testing the fixture with respect to its correctness, quality,

accuracy, completeness, reliability, performance or otherwise.

The OEM expressly agrees that test design-in guides are

provided by Philips on an ‘as is’ basis and an

‘as available’ basis at customer’s sole risk and expense.

Philips shall not be liable for any lost profits or lost savings,

indirect, incidental, punitive, special, or consequential

damages whether or not such damages are based on tort,

warranty, contract, or any other legal theory – even if Philips

has been advised, or is aware, of the possibility of such

damages.

The OEM must bring any claim for damages within ninety

(90) days of the day of the event giving rise to any such

claim, and all lawsuits relative to any such claim must be filed

within one (1) year of the date of the claim.

Any claims that have been brought or filed in conflict with the

preceding sentence are null and void.
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